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02|THe GRand Master

IN Conversation with the

GRAND MASTER
Q: Why did you choose to join the Order of Malta? (Canada)
Q: What was your favourite childhood toy? (Romania)
A: I was instantly inspired when going on my first pilgrimage to A: My teddybear, no doubt. A while ago I got asked: if you
Lourdes. It had a cumulative effect on me.
were to have an animal, what would it be? My answer: I’ve got
a wild animal at home. I would describe it as: it’s not taking
Q: How did you experience last year’s camp? (Ireland)
up that much space, eats very little, it’s always in good form,
A: I very much enjoyed it. It was different in the sense that it
laughs at your jokes, it’s never a nuisance, never a bore, and
was in a different place, but overall most camps are pretty simi- never in your way. Guess what, it’s a teddybear.
lar. They all carry the same spirit.
Q: How can a young volunteer live „tutio fidei et obsequium
Q: How many languages do you speak? (Germany)
pauperum“? (Spain)
A: I’m a bad linguist. I speak about 2.5 words of Italian and
A: By supporting the poor whoever they are and keeping the
French. I used to speak a few words of German, when I was
Christian faith.
stationed in Germany. I learned just about enough German to
order a drink in the guesthouse. (laughs) Oh, and I certainly
Q: What’s the meaning of life? (Sweden)
don’t speak Dutch.
A: It’s to try and go to heaven. To love God and serve him in this
world and forever in the next.
Q: How do you see the role of Lebanon and the Lebanese Association in the wider world? (Lebanon)
Q: Why is life too short? (Sweden)
A: The activities of the Lebanese Association are extremely imA: If you’re enjoying it, it’s always too short. When you’re not
portant for the Order, given they’re looking after all the Syrian
enjoying it it’s always too long.
refugees. I expect they’re hard work will have to continue for a
while, as the situation isn’t improving at all.
Q: Did you have a favourite Spice Girl or are you a 1Directioner?
(UK)
Q: What impression did Lithuania’s Hill of Crosses, the pilgrimA: The only person I know from these bands is Victoria Beckage site, leave on you? (Lithuania)
ham. She seems to be the only one who’s still around. It’s clever
A: It’s been incredibly impressive. The place is a great symbol
she married a footballer.
for anybody trying to preserve their freedom. I would go back
anytime.
Q: What should one do to if we aspire to be your successor?
(Ukraine)
Q: Who did you support during the World Cup? (The NetherA: You have to start working for the order. You have to become
lands)
a professed knight, after which you need to have made the three
A: I suppose I supported England for about 5 minutes, but given monastic vows. Only then you could be in for a chance.
they fell out after about 4 minutes, I quickly forgot about them. I
have to admit I’m not a great follower of sport.
Q: Do you like chocolate? (Austria)
A: Chocolate is one of my weaknesses. My rule: if somebody
Q: Which comparison can you make between Belgian waffles and gives me a box of chocolate, they’re not very good unless they’re
the spirit at the camp? (Belgium)
finished.
A: What do you mean by spirit? Alcoholic spirit?
Q: What was the hardest decision of your life? (Hungary)
A: That’s a tough question. I suppose being elected Grand Master, as it was decision I didn’t expect I would have to make.
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04|At the Disco
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Photo by Attila Baloga, Romania
Tomorrow’s competition
‘King of the camp’

Photos to: maltagossip2014@gmail.com

06|Your Photos

THANK YOU
FOR ALL
YOUR PHOTOS
KEEP THEM COMING
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07|Meet the teams

WHAT
ARE YOU MISSING..... IRELAND
A big Irish fry up breakfast. If you were to visit Ireland we would invite you to join us for ‘rashers’ (of bacon), sau-

sages, white pudding, black pudding, beans and fried mushrooms. Toast and a giant cup of steaming tea on the side.
Or if you are ambitious, a guiness!

WHAT
ARE YOU MISSING.... SPAIN
We are missing our friends and family but really we are missing the sun! We aren’t used to all this rain. In some

parts of Spain it rains for less than a week a year. So this has been quite an experience. We are also missing traditional Spanish food like paella, tapas and gazpacho.

WHAT
ARE YOU MISSING.... ITALY
We have a lot of churches in Sweden though most of them are protestant ones. Riddarholm Church is the burial

place of the Swedish monarchs, St. Nicholas’ Church and Oscar’s Church are two others that you should visit in
Stockholm. Saint Eric’s Cathedral is the main Catholic one in the city. It is named after King Eric of Sweden who is a
martyr and patron saint of Stockholm.
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08|EMPTY THAT BUCket List
Maria Sanchez-Meredo
Guest, SPAIN
To empy my bucket list I would walk on the moon one
day and fly in a spaceship. Where I live in Toledo, I love
looking at the stars on a bright night. Then I dream of
going up there.

Belen Ma Alonso Perez-Barquero
helper, Spain
A big wish of mine is to go on a safari in Africa and see
as much wildlife as possible. I’m a big animal lover..

Mariliia Musiuk
GUEST, ukraine
One day I want to go paragliding and experience being
a bird.

Lesya Gunchak
Helper, Ukraine
I have many things on my bucket list. One of those
things is traveling around the world. I would start with
visiting Jerusalem again, where I’ve been once.

Terez Schumichy
Helper, Hungary
I dream of walking the Camino of Santiago de Compostela one day and reflect on life while nature passes by.

Vichoria Wilde
GUEST, HUNGARY
I’d like to experience what it’s like to be able to walk. I
want to experience what it’s like to drive a car, ideally
a ferrari, and dance the night away. I want to learn to
dance the tango, mambo, polka, cha cha cha, and many
others

Mariana Adams
GUEST, canada
One day I hope I can visit Spain and lie on the beach.
I’ve heard so many great stories about their beaches and
I’m a bit of a beach bum.

CHHannah Janoss
helper, Canada
There are still so many things on my bucket list. Sailing
around the world, experiencing sailing on ice, start a
charity, having a baby, and much more. Don’t get me
started!
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